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To Our Investors and Supporters, 

Happy New Year! We hope 2015 brings good things to you and yours. 
 
Everything here in Tanzania is going very well. We are both healthy, and learning more and more 
every day. 
 
Thank you for your investment in our project. By investing in us, you’ve connected yourself to our 
Partners here on the ground, and the 2Seeds Network as a whole. We are all part of this 
interconnected, interdependent network of people committed to solving some of the world’s 
biggest problems. Your generosity is truly making a difference. 
 
As we finish our second quarter working in Kijungumoto, we want to formally update you on what 
we have been up to since our arrival in August. Resource stewardship is one of the most important 
values of 2Seeds, and we are accountable to you, one of our project’s investors. 
 
The following pages outline important information about the Kijungumoto Project. You can see the 
progress we’re making, the impact we are having on our community, as well as some of the 
challenges we are facing. To start things off, we’ve begun with an explanation of what it means to be 
a project in the 2Seeds Network, and what our work looks like in that context. 
  
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to either of us directly with any questions or concerns you may 
have, or just to keep in touch! Thank you again for choosing to be part of our network. 

Thank you again for your generosity and support. 

 

Yours truly, 
Geoff & Jonah 
Project Coordinators, 2014-2015 
 
tam8zero@gmail.com 
wilkof.jonah@gmail.com 
 
kijungumoto.project@2seeds.org 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:cameron.p.kemp@gmail.com
mailto:mitch.robitaille@gmail.com
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2Seeds Network  

As you probably recall, 2Seeds Network is a US-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit working in the Korogwe 
District, the Handeni District, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 2Seeds leverages the innovative spirit 
and leadership capabilities of young adults from across the world in order to incubate community 
based, self-sustaining, interdependent projects in Tanzania. 
 
The 2Seeds Network believes that developing human capital is the key to catalyzing economic 
growth within extremely poor communities. Guided by our values, we are creating a network of 
independent yet interconnected agricultural development projects built on deep partnerships 
within and across communities. We strive to create environments in which people can achieve their 
full potential and solve problems together.  

Kijungumoto Project  

Nestled in the foothills hours from the nearest town, the village of Kijungumoto is a thriving 
community whose residents are locked in a cycle of subsistence farming. Surrounded by forested 
mountains, Kijungumoto benefited from predictable rain for many years. Now, however, weather 
patterns are shifting; the rainy seasons have become increasingly unpredictable and the lack of 
local agricultural expertise has left farmers without means to adapt. 
 
In addition to these environmental changes, Kijungumoto also faces the challenge of market access. 
The village is halfway between two major towns, but too far from either to make them a viable 
option for going to market. Just five minutes away, however, is a relatively large local market in the 
village of Mashewa. 
 
The Kijungumoto Project empowers smallholder farmers in the village of Kijungumoto through a 
multi-year educational curriculum, focusing on agricultural and business trainings. The project 
works to ensure effective education and the subsequent management and application of this 
knowledge and skills. 
 
Project Partners and Project Coordinators are harnessing the resources and opportunities available 
in Kijungumoto and through the 2Seeds Network, and are pursuing business opportunities through 
home vegetable gardens and beekeeping. Together, they are embracing practical education to make 
lasting change in the community.   

The success of the Kijungumoto Project depends upon the enthusiastic participation of 
Kijungumoto Project Partners. As Project Partners progress through the education curriculum, they 
develop strong relationships throughout the community, hone critical thinking skills and propel 
themselves forward toward a better future. 

Purpose 
The mission of the Kijungumoto Project is to equip Partners with the skills and resources they need 
to develop and manage thriving, self-sustaining businesses that increase standard of living and 
support a more resilient, vibrant community 

 

 

http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/2013/10/23/the-2seeds-network-and-human-capital-development-what-is-human-capital/
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/2013/10/29/what-is-the-network/
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Mission 
The mission of the Kijungumoto Project is to empower the people of Kijungumoto to take greater 
control over their lives and their environment through active decision-making, cooperative 
problem solving, and tailoring their activities to the environment of Kijungumoto. This is achieved 
in the following ways: 

1. Facilitating the creation of new community resources; 
2. Optimizing the use of existing resources, skills, and educational opportunities; 
3. Providing education for group members and examples for the community at large.  

Vision 
The Kijungumoto Project envisions a Kijungumoto in which residents connect the application of 
knowledge with an increase in production and profit from their resources and are responsible 
stewards of those resources. We see a Kijungumoto in which well-planned and -managed 
production allows families access to adequate food supplies while also appreciating the potential of 
their land to generate income. 

Impact 
 Kijungumoto in total: 

o Total inhabitants: 2347 people 
o Inhabitants able to work: 316 people 

 2Seeds in Kijungumoto: 
o Total: 18 households 
o Number of farmers in the farmers’ group: 15 
o Number of adjacent members in the farmers’ group: 1 
o Number of experts: 0 
o Number of support partners: 2 

 2Seeds’ current direct impact: ~108 people (4.6% of community) 
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Our Ups and Downs So Far 

Each quarter, we have a discussion with our partners to consider the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats of our project. While this is a good exercise for understanding the project 
and where it might go, the most useful parts of this thought process are the following: 

 Thinking about how to address weaknesses. Can we turn a weakness into a strength? How 
can we focus on maximizing strengths? How can we build upon them? 

 Strategizing about how to mitigate threats. Can a threat be avoided? Can some other threat 
be thought of as an opportunity? 

This type of analysis helps us consider the “big picture” of the present state of our project, and 
elucidates strategies for the achievement of our project’s goals. 
 

Project Highlights  

These factors, coupled with our project activities, have led to some great moments for us and our 
partners. Here are a few of our favorites: 
 

Our December hive harvest brought in 25L of honey! 
After a small October harvest in which when we only 
managed to get 1L, we are excited about our 
possibilities. From that one October liter, we sold four 
200 mL bottles at the Dar farmer’s market for 10,000 
TZS each. We also sold 10 more bottles at two farmer’s 
markets in January and we are hoping to sell anywhere 
from 10-15 bottles there monthly to pull in a steady 
100-150,000 TZS (60-90 USD).  

 

 

 
To ease the labor and reduce water usage in 

the gardens, the group decided to try bucket 
drip irrigation.  We opted to find all local 
materials instead of buying manufactured 
bucket drip irrigation kits. Finding all the 
appropriate parts required some effort, but 
we feel these homemade systems will 
provide our partners with greater ownership 
over the project, and that with a good grasp 
of the mechanics they will be more equipped 
to maintain them in the future. In December 
we constructed a trial system as a group in 
the chairman’s garden. 
 

Farmer’s Market honey bottled and decorated 
with kitenge (traditional Tanzanian fabric)  

Geoff and the partners after building the trial bucket 
drip irrigation system 
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Geoff and Mzee Melenge clean the 
wax before melting it down. 

Kmoto partners have sold Chinese cabbage, bell peppers, onions, carrots, and okra from their home 
gardens in the past five months. Rachel and Lacey, the Kmoto Project Coordinators from 2013-14, 
organized the planting of onions in nurseries 
before they left, and we helped transplant 
them once we arrived. We harvested in 
December and will continue to finish this 
month, and the onions look great. We plan to 
wait for the heart of the dry season until 
prices rise and will consider selling them as a 
group 

 

 

 

 

 

 
At the end of 2014 the Kmoto project processed wax 
for the first time! After a trial run at the project 
coordinators house, the partners cleaned, filtered and 
melted down all the wax from the December harvest. 
We plan to sell the wax in Korogwe, and, looking 
ahead, will consider making candles to sell locally or 
send to the farmer’s market with the honey. 
 

 

 

 

Challenges Facing the Project  

There have also been a few moments when all of the pieces did not quite come together. We do our 
best to turn these hiccups into learning opportunities. Here are our favorite examples: 

 One of the partners’ biggest challenges with the home gardens revolves around the 
difficulty of irrigation and lack of consistent water supply. Many partners have to draw 
water between 10 PM – 2 AM at night. Our drip irrigation plans to address these issues, but 
the current watering system is both taxing and inefficient. 

 The decision to build homemade drip irrigation using local materials meant we needed to 
develop our own blueprint and find various parts on our own. Finding the appropriate 
pieces to build quality systems was time-consuming, and it set back our building timeline.  

 The sun and dry weather made transplanting crops from nurseries during late December 
and January difficult and many of the first attempts dried up and died. We built small 
canopies over the beds out of sticks, twine, and cut crop sacks to protect the Chinese 
cabbage and onions from the sun, and this helped their survival rate.  
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Overall 

Through our ups and downs, we and our partners have stayed positive and hopeful. We trust one 
another, learn from one another, and recognize what an excellent opportunity for exchange this 
experience is. In Swahili, we say “Kwa pamoja, tunaweza!” meaning “Together we can do it!” This is 
a message we’ve taken to heart. 

Project Finances  

As you may recall, all of the funds covering project operations and our costs of living here in 
Tanzania were generously donated by investors like you. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our initial goal was to raise $8,000 each, giving us a total of $16,000 to cover our year. As of January 
16, 2015, we’ve raised 129% of our goal! 
 
Although we have met our fundraising goal, that does not mean we cannot continue to raise funds 
for the Kijungumoto Project. We are happy that you have trusted us with your contribution in the 
past, and we want to emphasize that every donation, no matter the size, makes an important 
difference in the work that is being done with our partners. Our work is never finished, and we 
appreciate any additional support that you may be able to provide. 

Financial Accountability  

Financial accountability is a cornerstone of our project work. During each of our monthly meetings 
with our fellow PCs, we check our numbers with our financial accountability partners. We compare 
pricing and expense trends, and ensure all of us are on the right track. 

Every month, we budget our funds and track our expenses. This is useful not only to see where our 
money has gone, but also as a tool to project our status through the coming months for the rest of 
our time in Tanzania. 

To give you an idea about where your invested money has gone, here are a few of our major 
expense categories. We’ve included sums from when we arrived through January 16, 2015, monthly 
averages, plus our forecasts through July, 2015 (the end of our commitment here). 
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Project-Related Expenses  

Category Year to Date Monthly 
Average 

Forecast through 
July, 2015 

Forecasted Total 

Project Training $436.83 $87.37 $45.00 $481.83 
Project Travel $6.02 $1.20 $24.00 $30.02 
Project Supplies $87.50 $17.50 $400 $487.50 
Project 
Investments 

$0 $0 $0 $0 

Totals $530.35 $106.07 $530.00 $999.35 

 

PC Living Expenses  

Category Year to Date Monthly 
Average 

Forecast through 
July, 2015 

Year Total 

PC Food $353.34 $70.67 $350.00 $703.34 
PC 
Transportation 

$171.54 $34.31 $170.00 $341.54 

PC Occupancy & 
Rent 

$913.32 $182.66 $220.00 $1133.32 

PC Telephone & 
Net 

$212.95 $42.59 $212.00 $425.90 

PC Supplies $98.37 $19.67 $100.00 $198.37 

Totals $1749.53 $349.91 $1052.00 $2802.47 

 

Other Major Expenses  

Category Total 
Round Trip Airfare $2785.80 
Supplemental Airfare $0.00 
Visas $600.00 
Vacations $565.00 
Insurance $488.72 
Vaccinations $1661.00 

Totals $6100.52 

 

If you are interested in seeing a more detailed breakdown of our project expenses, personal 
expenses, and budgets, do not hesitate to ask. The numbers above have been consolidated and 
simplified for the purposes of this report.  
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Monitoring & Evaluation: Goals & Metrics  

Goals and metrics provide shared focus, structure, and motivation to everyone engaged in the 
development of 2Seeds projects. This includes our local Partners, our 2Seeds colleagues, and us. 
Our project goals are the guideposts that direct us towards the fulfillment of our projects’ missions, 
and realization of our projects’ visions. We use the 2Seeds monitoring and evaluation model to set 
goals and track metrics. 

Short-Term Goals (1 year)  

In January we worked together with our Partners to set our project’s short-term goals. These goals 
will be relevant from February 1 of this year through January 31, 2016, or in other words our 
Quarter 3 and Quarter 4 plus our successors’ Quarter 1 and Quarter 2. 

Short Term Goals -  
1. Support responsible individual and group financial management by 1) updating the cash 

flow calendar at the end of each Quarter 2) holding at least one meeting a Quarter to update 
the group savings plans 3) meeting with each member at least twice a Quarter to discuss 
individual savings plans 4) following up individually with Partners to assess knowledge 
retention of Business Curriculum reviews at least once a Quarter (continued if Partners 
progress to the Advanced Business Curriculum) 

2. Pursue sustainable and profitable management of farms and gardens through 1) cultivating 
at least three iterations of crops per year to promote crop rotation 2) utilizing all available 
space for production in the gardens 3) adding nitrogen to the soil, guarding it from sun, 
wind and air, suppressing weeds and providing additional income on the farms through 
maize intercropping with food legumes 4) supplying consistent and efficiency irrigation in 
the gardens 5) facilitating at least 2 group sales a Quarter of garden crops 

3. Expand honey business by: 1) Continuing monthly sales at the farmer’s market in Dar El 
Salaam 2) Developing relationships and selling consistently with at least two other buyers 
3) Add at least five hives every year until honey business has reached its production and 
sales capacity 4)Reach a revenue of 700,000 TZS for the year by Jan. 31, 2016 

4. Continue to foster group unity and leadership through: 1) One focused and intentional 
teambuilding activity each month 2) One leadership meeting every two weeks centered 
around a leadership development theme that will change by quarter 

Short-Term Goal Strategy 
The first aspect of our strategy has to do with increasing the profit from our three main income 
generating activities: bee-keeping, home gardens, and maize farming. In terms of bee-keeping, 
opportunities to reach larger markets such as Tanga, Arusha, and Dar will continually be explored 
as will creative value-added products such as wax candles. Five hives will be added in Quarter 3. 
For home gardens, emphasis will always tend toward increasing efficiency and getting more out of 
the land currently available. The first step here for us will be proper planning to fully utilize our 
space. Next we will need to explore matters of nutrient management and perhaps investment in 
chemical inputs. Supporting all of this is the desire for an improved system of irrigation, which will 
hopefully be well established by Quarter 4 leaving room for expansion for future PCs. There is also 
vast untapped potential for growth in the management of the Partners’ farms. Pursuing a green 
manure/cover crop (GMCC) option that doubles as an additional source of income or food will be 
the first step towards making the farms more intensively managed and productive. 
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The second half of our strategy involves creating supportive systems for our income generating 
activities, giving our Partners the skills they need to operate and adjust these systems, and 
supporting the gradual transition from a project to an independent business. The first category of 
support systems is personnel encompassing leadership development and group dynamics. We 
would like to continue to build our leaders up by focusing on particular themes every quarter, 
starting with responsibility in Q3. These themes will be emphasized by PCs through interactions 
during leadership meetings. The second category of support systems is financial management. The 
systems that we would like to have solidly in place by year’s end are group and individual savings 
plans and the cash flow calendar. In all aspects of the project, PCs will keep a sharp eye out for 
opportunities to transition Partners more and more into positions of independent operation. It is 
our hope that this twofold strategy will position the Kijungumoto Project to be a thriving successful 
business within three years! 

Quarter 3 Goals (February to April 2015)  

We are also setting our Quarter 3 goals as steps to address identified project challenges through the 
maximization of our strengths. We’ve set the following Quarter 3 goals for our project in 
collaboration with our Partners: 

Q3 Goal 1 – Income Security 
Begin a cycle of continuous sale and cultivation of selected cash crops (hot peppers, Chinese 
cabbage, onions, carrots, green peppers) supported by an effective and labor/water-efficient 
irrigation system—determined by an irrigation trial to be completed by mid-January and installed 
to completion by the end of Q3 

Q3 Goal 2 – Income Security 
Conduct a farm cover-cropping training by the end of February in consultation with a local 
agricultural extension officer and begin sowing 20m x 20m trial plots intercropped with maize 
during the long rainy season 

 Q3 Goal 3 – Income Security & Human Capital Development 
Encourage mindful financial management by group and individuals by updating the cash flow 
calendar following group sales of onions and honey in Feb and utilizing it to introduce the ideas of 
group and individual savings plans by the March monthly meeting with the 2Seeds Ground Team. 
Group and individual savings plans will be constructed by the end of Q3. 

Q3 Goal 4 – Income Security  
Purchase & install five new beehives by the end of February with at least 75% group participation 
in the installation. 

Q3 Goal 5 – Income Security & Human Capital Development  
Meet with each partner one-on-one once a month following ground team’s monthly review sessions 
to assist with knowledge retention of key business concepts from the previous session and facilitate 
proper recordkeeping in the new books. 

Q3 Goal 6 – Human Capital Development  
Foster group unity by having a monthly team-building activity with an average of at least 50% 
attendance 

 Q3 Goal 7 – Human Capital Development  
Hold fortnightly leadership meeting with at least 4 out of the 6 leaders in attendance with the goal 
of fostering a space for collaborative dialogue and leadership development. 
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Social Media  

Follow the Kijungumoto Project 

This investor report reflects some of the foundations, framework, and progresses of our project. If 
you want a closer look, and to stay connected to our day-to-day operations and advances, connect 
to our project through our social media outlets. 

 

We try to tweet frequently from our project site, as cell reception 
and internet connectivity allow. You can follow the Kijungumoto 
Project here. Don’t forget to tweet @KmotoProject, and tag #2Seeds! 
 

 

In addition, we periodically write blog posts about everything from 
important developments in the project to our next quarter’s goals to 
our new friendships in Kijungumoto. You can read our thoughts 
here, http://thekijungumotoproject.wordpress.com/. 
 

 

The hub of all of this activity is the Kijungumoto Project’s Facebook 
page, here https://www.facebook.com/kijungumotoproject Like us, 
refer us to your friends, and follow our activity. We love staying 
connected. 
 
 

Keeping up with 2Seeds 

Please take a look at the 2Seeds Network’s social media pages. You’ll find content relevant to all of 
the projects, network-wide initiatives, corporate activities, recruitment, and more. 

 

Frequent updates from the ground in Tanzania and from the US. You 
can follow the 2Seeds Network here, 
https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork . Don’t forget to tweet @2Seeds 
Network, and tag #2Seeds! 
 

 

Look to the corporate blog for posts about strategy, developments, and 
other content related to 2Seeds and its work. You can read the 2Seeds 
corporate blog here, http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/. 

 

Find pictures, links, and more on the 2Seeds Facebook page, here 
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork . Like it, refer it, and keep 
up with the progress of 2Seeds. 
 

 

See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the 2Seeds 
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork. 

 

https://twitter.com/KmotoProject
https://twitter.com/KmotoProject
https://twitter.com/search?q=%232seeds&src=typd
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https://www.facebook.com/kijungumotoproject
https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork
http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork
http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork
https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork
https://twitter.com/KmotoProject
http://thekijungumotoproject.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/kijungumotoproject

